Accessible Parking Signs:

Van Accessible Parking Signs:

Accessible Parking Spaces:

Lettering options:
High contrast between letters and background - Blue or Green contrasting with White preferred

Symbols:
White lettering against Blue background preferred

Mounting:
Post signs 48” to 72” high at center (72” for vans)

Notes:
1. Curb, concrete wheel stop, or pressure-treated wood Wheel Stops painted blue (top and side). Secure with rebar driven into earth min 24”.
2. For Unpaved Lots, install min 4’ long painted wheel stops in front of parking space and aisle and post accessible parking signs (see above)
3. First space in lot shall be Van Accessible and have 8’ aisle. Other blue spaces may have 8’ or 5’ aisles and can share aisles.
4. Blue spaces and aisles shall be Level.